It is worthy of note that if F is the free group algebra KG, v the augmentation ideal of the normal subgroup R, o, the augmentation ideal of G, then S is essentially the Fox derivative taken modulo R and hence our representation reduces to the Magnus representation.
In §IV we use this to represent some other groups. Call a X-algebra R embeddable in matrices if there is a K-monomorphism of R into n x « matrices over a commutative algebra. We show in §IV that if F/U and F/V are both embeddable in matrices, so is F/UV. In particular if t is the ideal of identities of n x n matrices over an infinite field K, then F/t^ is embeddable in matrices.
It follows that a PI algebra R with nilpotent upper nil radical satisfies all the identities of some full matrix algebra over K.
In a more special case we show that if the square of the commutator ideal of R is zero, then R is embeddable in matrices. This does not generalize, as an example
of Small [17] shows.
The last section is devoted to proving two results on varieties (in the sense of universal algebra) of PI algebras over an infinite field. We show how the proof of a theorem of D. Cohen [4] can be adapted to prove that a free algebra has ACC on T-ideals which contain t2. We also show that if, in a variety, finitely generated algebras are right (left) Noetherian, then finitely generated algebras are finitely presented.
The exposition of this paper owes much to G. Bergman. He read a first version and is responsible for numerous improvements.
In particular, the present proof of the main theorem is due to him. The universal approach presented here cuts through much of the combinatorial details.
II. Preliminaries. Let S be a free semigroup on a set Z of free generators and let G be a free group on a set Y of free generators. Let X = Z U Y, let At be the free product as monoids of S and G and let F be the monoid algebra of M over the field K. We write F as F = K{X), omitting from the notation which elements of X have inverses, and we call F a mixed free algebra on the set X.
Let R1, R" be X-algebras and T an (R't R*)-bimodule. (All bimodules over K-algebras are understood to have the same K vector space structure on the right and left, i.e. to be R,cpp ®K R" modules. Whenever necessary, we will consider them as such.) The set of matrices |(J with r" e R", t e R', t e T is easily seen to be a K-algebra under the usual matrix operations. We denote this algebra by ^.'). Note that if r, r" are invertible in R1, R" respectively then,
for any / € T, the matrix (* is invertible with inverse /,-0 \
L-v-1 r-y
Throughout the rest of the paper we adopt the following convention. If R, R', R" are X-algebras (over the field K) we shall understand that there are given K-algebra homomorphisms r -*r, r -» r" of R into R' and R". Let then R, R', R" be X-algebras and T an (R' it is easy to see that U O V 3 iV 2 UV. We are most interested in finding T and 8 such that the lower bound N = UV is realized.
By universal algebra, there exists a universal (R*. R*)-bimodule T = T(R; R', Rm), with a universal derivation 8: R -► T. More specifically, we have Lemma 3. Let R, R', R", T(R; R', R") be as above.
(i) T(R; R', R") is the (R*. R")-bimodule T defined by generators Six) (x e R) and with relations 8{ax + ßy) = a8(x) + ß8(y) and S(xy) = Sixfy" + x'8{y) (x, y e R, a, ß e K).
(ii) // X and H are generators and relations for R as a K-algebra, then T(R; R', R") is the (R*. R")-bimodule with generators 8{x) (x € X) and relations 8(b) = 0 (b e H), where 8(h) is the bimodule expression in the symbols 8(x) and coefficients x', x" obtained by formally expanding 8(f)) under the identities for a derivation.
(iii) Given K-algebra homomorphisms R' -* S', R" -> S", we have T(R; S', S") =* S' ®R, T(R; R', R") ®r. f.
(iv) Suppose W is a two-sided ideal contained in both the kernels U, V of R -*R' and R -» R", so that we have induced homomorphisms R/W -» R1, R/W -» R\ Then T(R/W; R', R') « T(R; R', R")/R'b\W)RH. If W C l/V, <£e« T(R/W; R', R") at T(R; R', R"). 7/fie maps R -» R*. R -»R" are surjective, then R't%W)R" = 8{W).
Proof, (i) is clear.
(ii) Let T be the (R! R")-bimodule with generators 8(x) (x e X) and relations 8(b) = 0 {b € //). Since all these relations hold in T{R; R', R") we get a natural homomorphism V. T -* T(R; R', R") which is clearly onto. Also, as is easily seen from Lemma 2, the map x -» 8{x) extends to a derivation R -»T. So, by the universality of T(R; R*. R"), v must be an isomorphism.
(iii) This follows from (i), since T(R; S', S") and S' ®R, T(R; R*. R") ®r» S"
are presented on the same generators and relations. Proof. By definition, we have maps R(/_1)-»R', R</_1)-»R" which extend R -»RR -»R". By Lemma 3, part (ii), we obtain T(R</~1); R'. R") from T(R; R', R") by adding for each z~l e l~x a new generator S(z_1) and a relation 8(z~ *) = -z'~ l8(z)z"~ . This relation allows us to eliminate the generator 8(z-1). Alternatively, we may observe that the images of elements z e / under the map of R into ate invertible, so this map extends uniquely to a map from Mr1). Thus T(R; R1, R"), with the induced derivation of R(/-1), has the universal property. □ Suppose R is a K-algebra and T an (R, R)-bimodule, 5: R -»T a derivation, and V a 2-sided ideal of R. Then a derivation 8: R -» T/TV is induced.
One finds, further, that the restriction S| v will be a left R-module homomorphism, which a derivation generally is not:
In the statement that S is a derivation, we can think of T/TV either as an (R, R)-or an (R, R/V)-bimodule. More generally, if V is a left ideal of R, we can consider T/TV as a left R-module; then it will be meaningless to ask whether 8 is a derivation, but 8\ v will still be a left module homomorphism.
If U is an ideal (or more generally, a right ideal) of a ring R, a submodule S of a left R-module A is called t/-pure if B n t/A = UB. Clearly, any direct summand in A is U-pure for all U. Given any element z e R -\0\ (resp. T -\0\) we define its leading monomial to be the greatest element of B (resp. BS(X)3) occurring with nonzero scalar coefficient in z.
Let C denote the set of elements c € B such that (1) This is not the leading term of any element of TV, so the element can be "reduced" no further.
We conclude that the elements 8(ac) are left R-linearly independent in T/TV, giving the desired injectivity, and that together with the images of the monomials of 8{X)B that are not of the form 8(x)bc or 8(xc)dc, they will give a left R-basis of T/TV; hence 8{V) is a direct summand in this module. □
We can now prove the simplest version of our main theorem. In the above theorem, R was an arbitrary K-algebra, but the maps of R into the rings that played the roles of R* and R" had to be assumed surjective.
We can remove the surjectivity assumption if we add some restrictions on R. Let us call an R-bimodule A "biflat" if for any monomorphisms of left and right R-modules,
P -» P' and Q -> Q', we get a monomorphism P ®R A ®R Q -» P' ®R A ®R Q'.
This is equivalent to: For every right R-module p, the right R-module P ®R A is flat, and for every left R-module Q, the left R-module A ®R Q is flat. In particular, it is not hard to show that any free R-bimodule, i.e. a direct sum of copies of R ®K R, is R-biflat. (This, however, uses the fact that K is a field, so that all K-modules are K-flat. If, instead, R = K = Z, the integers, then the free R-bimodule Z ®z Z = Z is not biflat: if Zn -» Zfl is the identity map of the integers modulo n, and Z -» Q is the inclusion of the integers in the rationals, then Z ® Z ® Z -»Z ® Z ®Q is the zero map Z -» 0.) Theorem 3. Let R be any K-algebra such that T = T(R; R, R) is R-biflat (e.g., a mixed free K-algebra), and let R -* R', R -* R" be K-algebra homomorphisms with kernels U, V. Then the kernel of the homomorphism /r" 0 \ \t(r;r',r") R'j is UV.
Proof. By the preceding theorem, UV will be the kernel of the map r ~* \t(R; R/l/, R/V R/Ly* By Lemma 3(iii), t(R; R/U, R/V) and t(R; R', R") can be written as (R/U) ®R T ®R (R/V) and R* ®r t ®r R", respectively. By biflatness of t, the former object will embed in the latter, hence The above arguments are remarkable in that they give nontrivial results about arbitrary X-algebras using structure-theoretic considerations about free /(-algebras.
The one parallel which comes to mind is the Noetherian property of finitely generated commutative algebras, proved by first looking at free commutative algebras.
2. Going back to our motivating example, let G be a free group on free generators \x\x e X\, and let R be a normal subgroup of G. Let t, g be the augmentation ideals of R and G in the group algebra KG over a field of character- Theorem 6. Lei R be a K-algebra, U, V two ideals of R and R' = F/U, R" = F/V. Then U !~)V/UV is isomorphic {as (R*. R")-bimodule) to a submodule of T(R; R', R"). The embedding is given by z + UV -> S(z). □ In particular, if R is a mixed free algebra, T(R; R', R") is a free (R*. R")-bimodule. So we have Theorem 7. Let K(X) be a mixed free algebra, and let U, V be two ideals of K(X). Then U D V/UV can be embedded in a f ree {F/U, F/V\bimodule. □
As an easy application we prove Theorem 8 (Simple identity theorem for Lie elements, cf. Lyndon [15]). Let F = K(X) be a free algebra and let u /= 0 be a Lie element of F. Let U be the ideal of F generated by u. Then U/U2 is the free F/U-bimodule generated by u + U2. IV. Embeddings in matrices. Let R be a K-algebra. To simplify terminology, let us say that R is embeddable in matrices if there exist a commutative K-algebra A, and, for some integer n, an injective K-homomorphism of R into An, the algebra of n x n matrices over A. In an important special case, the formal matrices of our representation give rise to embeddings in matrices. Proof. This proof is Bergman's improved version.
For any ring R, we write Rf . for the additive group of i x ;' matrices over R. We now apply Theorem 9 to algebras satisfying a polynomial identity (PI algebras). For convenience we assume that the field K is infinite. (Otherwise we would have to replace X by some infinite extension, its algebraic closure, say.)
Let Si be a square matrix whose nonzero entries are algebraically independent over K, and let Mx (x e X) be replicas of Si such that the nonzero entries of [Mx\ are all algebraically independent. Let R be the algebra generated by WXU If every element of R has a zero entry whenever St has a zero entry, we will say that A! is a generic matrix and that R is an algebra of generic matrices. A generic matrix without any zero entries will be called a full generic matrix.
A variety of algebras is the class of all algebras satisfying a given set of polynomial identities. It is well known [l] that the algebras of full generic n x n matrices are the free algebras in the variety generated by the ring Xn of n x n matrices over X. Further, these are the only semisimple free PI algebras. Likewise if St is generic, then R = X(Mx) is clearly a free algebra in the variety generated by the matrices over X of the same size as M and with a zero entry whenever St has a zero entry. Thus to each algebra of generic matrices on generators Mx, there corresponds a T-ideal St of the free algebra X(X).
If X(X)/i)ij and X(X)/m2 are algebras of generic matrices, then the proof of Theorem 9 makes it clear that X(X)/mjm2 is also an algebra of generic matrices:
If X<X)/mj and X<X)/m2 are represented as matrices over polynomial rings X[5j] and K[S2] with Sl n S2 = 0, then we may dispense with the tensor signs in the representation of X(X)/mjm2. And, by construction, the lower left-hand corner in the image of x e X is filled with new indeterminates. So the image of x is again generic. In particular, if t is the T-ideal of X(X) corresponding to an algebra of full n xn generic matrices, then for any k, X0O/t* is again an algebra of generic matrices and, a fortiori, is embeddable in matrices. Now, if R is a PI X-algebra with nilpotent (Jacobson) radical, then R is a homomorphic image of some X(X)/t*.
More generally, if N is the upper nil radical of the PI algebra R, then R/N has no nil ideals, so the polynomial ring [R/N)[y] is a semisimple PI algebra and hence is embeddable in matrices. Thus if Nk = 0, R is also a homomorphic image of some X(X)/t*. Thus we have shown Theorem 10. // R is a PI K-algebra with nilpotent upper nil radical and K is infinite, then, for some k, R satisfies all the identities of kxk matrices over K, □ Note that by an observation of Latyshev [12] a finitely generated PI algebra R whose radical is a finitely generated R-bimodule has a nilpotent radical. So, for finitely generated PI algebras, R/J{R) commutative implies that R satisfies all the identities of k x k matrices and in particular that R satisfies some standard identity. These remarks point out the close relationship among the following three open problems: Does every finitely generated PI algebra have a nilpotent radical? Does every finitely generated PI algebra satisfy a standard identity? If X is finite, is t a finitely generated X(X> bimodule? At present we can only say that if the second question has a negative answer, so do the other two. Up to now, we have only shown how to embed free PI algebras in matrices.
We now exhibit a variety in which every algebra is embeddable in matrices. Also, Small [17] has constructed an algebra R with /(R)3 = 0 and R//(R) not embeddable in matrices. Using the technique of Lewin [13] one can also find a PI algebra without 1, such that R//(R) is commutative, /(R)2R = 0 and yet R is not embeddable in matrices.
We also obtain some information in the finite dimensional case.
Theorem 15. Let R be a finite dimensional K-algebra such that J(R)2 = 0 and R/J(R) is separable and embeddable in nun matrices. Then R can be embedded in 2n x 2n matrices.
Proof. As above, present R via 0 -»iV -» K(X) -»R -»0 and let U be the inverse image of /(R). Then by Theorem 1, K(X)/U2 is embedded in
with T = T(X<X>; K(X)/U, K(X)/U). By separability R//(i?)opp ®K R//(R) is again semisimple so that T is completely reducible. In particular N/U2 is a direct summand of T. Let p: T -* N/U2 be the projection. Then it is easily verified that R is isomorphic to the algebra generated by the matrices /x+U 0 \ \8(x)-S(*V x + U/ and thus R is actually embedded in K(X)/U2. We then apply Theorem 9 to com» plete the proof. □ Note that in the above situation, it is quite easy to prove Wedderburn's principal theorem: If T = U/U2 © S, and a is the projection of T onto S, then U/U2
is complemented by the algebra generated by the matrices
This algebra is isomorphic to F/U. So F/U2 splits over its radical U/U2. So contains the element u is finitely generated, qua T-ideal.
Let us now suppose again that X is an infinite field. Let 0 be a variety of PI algebras in which every finitely generated algebra is right Noetherian.
(These have been classified by Latyshev [12], L'vov [14] .) This is equivalent to saying that for every n, the ö-free X-algebra R on n generators is right Noetherian.
Since X is infinite, R is homogeneously presented (Amitsur [l] ). The following theorem shows that each such R, and hence every finitely generated algebra in C, is finitely presented. 
